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Optical Properties of SrTiO, under Applied Stress and Electric Field
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Motivated by recent experiments on the eBects of uniaxial stress on the superconducting transition and
normal-state transport properties of SrTiO3, we have carried out a symmetry analysis, obtaining the per-
turbed band structure and optical selection rules for the cases of uniaxial stress along the L1117and $0017
axes and of static electric field along $0017.A comparison of the last case with BaTiOs in the Cs„ ferroelectric
phase suggests a model with a reversal in the order of the valence bands in SrTiO3 relative to that proposed
earlier. Selection rules for polarized light are obtained for both models and criteria for deciding experi-
mentally which is correct are stated. An example is given of how the sign of the relative energy shift of the
conduction valleys with stress may be determined optically.

I. IÃTRODUCTIO5'

ECENTLY, Schooley' has observed a decrease in
the superconducting transition temperature of

strontium titanate with application of uniaxial stress
along the L100) and [110) directions, observing no
appreciable effect for the case of $111) stress. He in-
terprets his results in terms of Cohen's' many-valley
theory as an imbalance of valley populations for the
cases of $100) and $110) stress with a consequent de-
crease in the BCS' parameter N(0)V, generated, in
Cohen's interpretation, by intervalley electron-phonon
interactions. The approximate null e6ect for stress in
the L111) direction is in accord with the prediction of
Kahn and I.eyendecker that the conduction-band
minima lie along the (100) axes, probably at the
Brillouin-zone edge, and the experimental 6ndings of
Frederikse, Thurber, and Hosier' based upon normal-
state transport measurements. Moreover, Tufte and
Stelzer' have observed 10% effects on the normal
resistive properties of SrTiO3 due to applied uniaxial
stress.

Since it would be interesting to correlate the experi-
mental results discussed above with optical measure-
ments at the fundamental edge, we have made a
theoretical study of the effects of applied [111)and
$001) uniaxial stress and $001) static electric field on
the band structure, and the optical selection rules for
SrTi03 in this region of the spectrum. Our results for
the band structure along the cubic axes and for the
optical selection rules with polarized light under the
various perturbations are presented in Sec. II.We omit
a discussion of the well-known group-theoretical tech-
niques employed, but refer to excellent review articles. ~

' J. F. Schooley (private communication). To be presented at
the Eighth International Conference on the Physics of Semi-
conductors, Kyoto (1966).' M. L. Cohen, Phys. Rev. 124, A511 (1964).' J. Bardeen, L. Cooper, and J. R. Schrieffer, Phys. Rev. 108,
1175 (1956).

4 A. H. Kahn and A. J. Leyendecker, Phys. Rev. 135, A1321
(1964). Also, A. H. Kahn (private communication).

~ H. P. R. Frederikse, W. R. Thurber, and W. R. Hosier, Phys.
Rev. 134, A442 (1964); 143, 648 (1966).Also, H. P. R. Frederikse
(private communication).' O. N. Tufte and E. L. Stelzer, Phys. Rev. 141, 675 (1966).

s G. F. Koster, Solid State Phys. 5, 173 (1957):R. &. srnox
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Since we begin our analysis using the band structure
calculated in Ref. 4 for cubic SrTi03 neglecting spin-
orbit interaction, Sec. II also includes a discussion of the
spin eRects as well as natural deviations from the cubic
lattice in the absence of applied perturbations, citing
experimental evidence where necessary to estimate
their magnitudes. We appeal to experiment once again
in Sec. II to support our assumption of C4, symmetry
for SrTi03 in the presence of a strong electric field
along the $001) axis.

In Sec. III, two examples are discussed of the applica-
tion of our results to possible future experiments in the
light of presently available optical evidence on un-
strained crystals: Cardona has examined the spectrum
via reQectivity over an extensive range of photon
energies (3—22 eV) and via refractive-index measure-
ments below 3 eV. Recently, Blunt and Cohen' made
transmission measurements near the fundamental edge
over a range of absorption coefFicients n from 10 ' to
10' cm—' and temperatures from O'K to room tempera-
ture. They 6nd the well-known Urbach rule obeyed
throughout with all lines converging to 3.32 eV in a
plot of Inn versus photon energy.

Given each of the two models postulated in Sec. III,
together with additional stated assumptions about the
nature of the critical points involved in the optical
transitions, predictions are made for the results of
experiments using polarized light with various applied.
perturbations on the crystals. These are stated in Sec.
III and means of distinguishing between the models
are again highlighted in the summary, Sec. IV. In the
6rst model considered in Sec. III, the unperturbed band.
picture is taken from Ref. 4, whereas the second has a
revised valence-band structure. Indirect experimental
evidence motivating the assumption of the second modeI
is also discussed in Sec. III.

The eRect of exciton formation on the optical selec-
tion rules is ignored in our analysis. Because of the

and A. Gold, Symmetry in the Solid State (W. A. Benjamin, Inc.„
New York, 1964); and V. Dvorak, Phys. Status Solidi 3, 2235
(1963).See also Refs. 24, 25, and 26.

e M. Cardona, Phys. Rev. 140, A651 (1965).
s R. F. Blunt and M. I. Cohen (private communication). See

also L. H. Grabner, M. I. Cohen, and R. F. Blunt, Bull. Am.
Phys. Soc. 11, 86 (1966).
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TABLE I. Optical selection rules for direct transitions in electric-dipole approximation. The c axis is chosen to be the axis of
applied stress or static electric 6eld. E denotes the polarized radiation electric 6eld.

(a) Cubic crystal
Allowed Forbidden

(b) L1117 Stress
Allowed Allowed
Eic E[[c

(c) $0017 Stress
Allowed Allowed Forbidden

Egc E[]c

(d) t 0017 Static electric 6eld
Allowed Allowed Forbidden

EJ c Rife

I'15 ~ I'25~

As ~62~
~s ~&s

Xs. —+ Xe X4 —+ Xa

A3~ ~A1, h.s
A2 ~h3

82~81, 52
X2' ~ X1
X1' ~X1

A2~ ~41
A3 —+ A3
~1~ ~1
82~82

X2' ~X1

X4 ~X5
Xsr —+ X3
~5 ~ ~2'
~1~ &4

B3 ~ 82, 83
&4~ &4

X4' ~ X2

X4 ~X5
Xs -+Xs
bs ~65
4~&3
84~ 82

X3t ~X2

X4 —+ Xs

+1 -+ +2I
81 ~82
83 ~84
84~ 83

X2' ~ X2 XI ~X3 X3~X3 X4~X&

+1~+5 +5~+5 +1~~2'
65~62

~1~ ~1 ~2 ~1~ ~1
~2 ~ ~1) ~2 ~2 ~ ~2

dielectric properties of SrTi03, we expect, at most, one
S state of non-negligible binding in the Wannier model.
Such a state, if it exists at all, will not alter the inter-
band selection rules. The possibility of a deeply bound
Frenkel exciton cannot be ruled out a priori, but the
observation" of photoconductivity associated with the
fundamental absorption at O'K, eliminates this inter-
pretation. A brief discussion of Wannier exciton binding
in SrTi03 is given in Appendix B. The notation em-
ployed to label the energy bands is explained in
Appendix A.

Xs

Iis
Xg'

Xs'

(l00) kx.

Fra 1. Schematic of the band energies, E(k), in SrTiOq for the
cubic phase. Results are taken from Ref. 4. The wave vector 'k is
along the L1007 cubic axis. The notations I';, X;, and A; are
standard (see Refs. 4 and 25).

's L. H. Grabner (private communication). See also Ref. 9.

II. BAND STRUCTURE AND OPTICAL
SELECTION RULES

A. Cubic System

Our starting point is the band-structure calculation
of cubic SrTi03 by Kahn and Leyendecker. 4 Their
results, obtained with neglect of spin-orbit (SO) inter-
action, are schematized in Fig. 1 for wave vector k along
the $100j direction. Electric-dipole selection rules for
direct transitions are given in Table I(a). An example
of an indirect transition will be discussed in Sec. III.
The relatively weak SO splittings and their effects on
the selection rules are summarized in Table II(a). As

noted earlier, the conduction-band minima lie along
(100), probably at X, a conclusion of the theory verified
by the experiments of Frederikse et al.' The stationary
point at I' in the conduction band is believed to lie at
most a few tenths of an eV above the minima. ' The
position of the valence-band maximum is less certain
with k=0 a probable candidate. However, the bands
labeled A& and 6s in Fig. 1 are relatively fiat (even their
order is not known with absolute confidence4), and a
set of maxima at X, or along 6, cannot be ruled out on
the basis of present evidence. An additional possibility
of valence-band maxima at the corners of the Brillouin
zone4 will not be considered here.

Below about 110'K, SrTi03 is no longer cubic, enter-
ing a tetragonal phase with additional phase transitions
occurring as the temperature is lowered further. ""
However, I.ytle" has shown via x-ray measurements
that the deviation of the c/u ratio from unity is 56X10 4

in the tetragonal phase with deviations from cubicity
of the same order in the lower temperature phases.
Thus, naturally occurring deviations from the cubic
band structure ought to be small compared with strains
attainable with applied stress at low temperatures.
Nevertheless, we consider experimental examination
of the absorption edge of a single domain of natural
crystals with polarized light to be worthwhile.

The SO splitting of the I'ss. conduction band (ti-
tanium d orbitals) has been estimated by Kahn's to be
~0.03 eV, with an even smaller SO splitting ( 0.008
eV) expected for the I'» valence state (oxygen p
orbitals). Hence, throughout, in using the selection
rules in Table II, the listed orbital parentage of the
levels is important, whenever a transition is given as
allowed, especially away from k=0, and where the SO
interaction does not lift degeneracy. For example, for
the cubic case along A Lsee Fig. 1j, the optical transi-
tion hs(At) ~ hq(As) is allowed /Table II(a)j, but
owly weakly via the SO interaction, since ~&~ ~2 is
forbidden LTable I(a)j.

"R.O. Bell and G. Rupprecht, Phys. Rev. 129, 90 (1963).
's F. W. Lytle, J. Appl. Phys. 35, 2212 (1964).
"A. H. Kahn (private communication). See also A. H, Kahn,

H. P. R. Frederikse, and J. H. Seeker, in Trawsition Metal Com-
pounds: Transport and Magnetic Properties, Informal Proceedings
of the Suhl International Conference on Materials, Pittsburgh,
1963, edited by R. R. Sehatz (Gordon and Breach Science Pub-
lishers, New York, 1964), p. 53.
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TA&&LE IL Effects of spin-orbit coupling on the bands and optical transitions. Results are given for the cubic crystal, for L111$and
L'001) uniaxial stress, and for a static electric field along the [ 001$ axis. The parentage tables give the band splittings due to spin-
orbit effects. Representations collected in parentheses stick together due to time-reversal symmetry, e.g., (A3& &+A4& &). Notation:
E=radiation electric Geld, c=axis of stress or static field, A J (A [[)=allowed for EJ.c (E [c), F=forbidden. The representations, I', ,
X,, and t&; of the double group are in standard notation (see Refs. 25 and 26). The remainc&er follow from the single-group representa-
tions defined in Appendix A.

Orbital parentage

~15 ~6 +~8 ~25' ~7 +~8

b5 ~ 66+67, 623 ~ A7

+1~~6
X4. —+ X6 ), X5 —+ X6 )+X7
X, X (+), X X (+)+X7(+)

(a) Cubic

Optical transitions

r, &-& ~ r,&+&(A), r, &-& ~ r,&+&(F)

r,&-& ~ r, &+&, r,&+& (A)
t&4 ~ A3, A&(A), A3 ~ A3, A& (A)

X4& &-4X&&+&(A), X3& & —4X3&+&(A)

A3 -4A4& &+(A3& &+A3& &)

x„.~x,(-), ~, ~~,(+)

A3-4 A4&+&+ (A3&+&+A4&+&)

e; ~ (e3+84)
X' (X3 +X4 ) X' ~ (X3 +X4 )

(b) L111$ Stress
A4& & ~A4&+&, (A3&+&+A4&+&)(AJ )
(A, &-&+A,&-&) ~A4&+&(AJ )

A4& & -+A4&+&(A[[)

(A4& &+A4& &) ~ (A3&+&+A3&+&)(All)

(e3+e4) ~ (e3+84) (AJ,[[)
(x3' '+x4' ') ~ (x3'+'+x4'+') (A J-,ll)

At X, same as cubic case (a)

Along A, same as cubic case (a)

5;~85
X'. ~X5(-) Xs ~X5(+)

(c) L001$ Stress
X & & ~X &+&, X &+&(AJ )
X3& & ~X3&+&, X3&+&(AJ )
X4& & —& X4&+&(A[[), X&& & —4 X3&+&(A[[)

A3 A6, A3(AJ ), A6 A6(A[I)
A7 ~ A3y A7 (A J-), ttv ~ A7 (A[[)
e3 e3(A J,[[)

x3' '~X3&"(AJ,II)

Along A, same as cubic case (a)
8; ~ 83+84

xi x5

(d) [ 001) Static electric Geld

Along A, same as L001) stress (c)
e3~e„e4(AJ ), s3~e3(A[)
e4~e„e4(AJ ), e4~e4(A [)
x3 ~ X3(AJ, ll)

We emphasize that, neglecting So eBects, the direct
transitions requiring minimum photon energy (ht~ As,
X4 —+ Xs) are forbidden everywhere along the cubic
axes excePt at I'(I'ts ~ Fss is allowed). We shall return
to this point in Sec. III.

B. Applied Stress and Static Electric Field

1. Uniaxial stress along L1111direction. The distorted
lattice is rhombohedral. All valleys are displaced equi-

valently. Hence, only intravalley splittings occur. To
achieve correspondence with the cubic band structure,
we use a distorted cubic Srillouin zone instead of the
reduced zone for a rhombohedral lattice. The perturbed
bands are shown in Fig. 2, plotted along the distorted
[ 100j cube axis k,'. Optical selection rules, neglecting
SO effects, are given in Table I(b) for radiation polar-
ized J c, [[c, where c denotes the axis of applied stress.
The cubic parentages of the levels are listed in Table
III(a). As in the case of including SO effects, discussed

TABLE III. Parentage of the levels. The origins of the various levels in terms of the levels of the
cubic system are given. k is the electron wave vector.

(a) [ 111$ Stress

k along [ 100$ k along L100$

(b) [001$ Stress
k=O or

along [ 001j k along [100$

(c) [ 001$ Static electric Geld
k=O or

along [001$

j. 15 ~ h.2 +h.83

F25 ~41+48
D5 ~ 51+82
+1~~1

b2 ~81
X5 ~x1+x2
X4, ~ x2.
X3 —+ x1

F15 ~ X5.+X4
I'25. —+ X5+X3

b,;~6„
X;-+X;

b,1~ 51
b2 ~52
&5 ~ &3+~4
X3 —+ x2

X43 ~ x23
X53 —+ x3.+x43

~15 ~ ~1++5
~25' ~ ~2'+~5

X,~Z2.
X4r ~51
X5 —+ b, 5

+1~ ~1
A2 ~82
h5 ~ 51+52
Xg —+ x3

X4 —+ x4
x+x
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hy

hg

(100)'

Xl

Xp'

FIG. 2. ERects of
applied stress along
the L111jaxis. h, ' is
the distorted (100$
axis. E (k) denotes
the band energies.
Results are sche-
matic with split tings
exaggerated for clar-
ity. Character tables
for the representa-
tions A;, 5;, and x;
are given in Tables
IV and V.

earlier, the parentage is important for distinguishing
between weakly and strongly allowed transitions for
sufGciently weak applied stresses (which may include
the strongest practicably attainable). For example, the
minimal energy direct transition at X, X&.(X4.) —& X,(Xs),
listed as allowed for both polarizations in Table I(b),
is only weakly allowed since the transition X4 —+ X& is
for bidden for the unstrained crystal. Effects of SO
interaction are given in Table II(b).

Z. Utsiaxial stress along the [001$ directions. The
strained lattice is tetragonal (D4& symmetry). The
valleys along the L100j and L010j axes, i.e., J c (the
axis of strain), move differently from those along L001j.
The former are subject to intravelley splitting whereas
the latter are not. The perturbed bands are shown in
Fig. 3(a) for kJ c and in Fig. 3(b) for k~~c. Selection
rules for polarized radiation are listed in Table I(c);
cubic parentages of the levels, in Table III(b); and
effects of SO interaction, in Table II(c).

3 Static electricgeld along the L0011 direction In addi-.
tion to the usual Franz-Keldysh" effect, we expect
nontrivial Stark shifts and splittings of the bands to
occur." Our reasoning is based upon the fact that
SrTi03 is nearly a ferroelectric. Weaver" has found a
Curie-Weiss behavior for the static dielectric constant
60 over a range of temperatures from room temperature
(so~300) to 60'K (es 3000) At 1.4'K,. es 2X10', a
saturation value. Moreover, infrared measurements of
Barker and Tinkham' and neutron work of Cowley'
demonstrate that the lowest transverse optical (TO)
mode frequency decreases with temperature in accord
with Cochran's theory" of ferroelectrics. Associated

"W. Franz, Z. Naturforsch. 13, 484 (1958);L. V. Keldysh, Zh.
Eksperim. i Teor. Fiz. 34, 1138 (1958) /English transl. : Soviet
Phys. —JETP 7, 788 (1958)g.

"For a detailed discussion of eRects on the absorption coef5-
cient, see J. Calloway, Phys. Rev. 130, 549 (1963); 134, A998
(1964); K. Tharmalingam, ibid. 130, 2204 (1963); C. B. Duke,
Phys. Rev. Letters 15, 625 (1965); D. G. Thomas and J. J.
Hopfield, Phys. Rev. 124, 657 (1962)."H. E. Weaver, J. Phys. Chem. Solids ll, 274 (1959).

"A. S. Barker, Jr., and M. Tinkham, Phys. Rev. 125, 1527
(1962).' R. A. Cowley, Phys. Rev. 134, A981 (1964).

's W. Cochran, Advan. Phys. 9, 387 (1960).

with this soft TO mode )we estimate (ho~To/h) 10'K
at helium temperature(, one expects large ionic dis-
placements with applied electric Geld, at least at low
temperatures. Thus, the crystal potential should be
altered considerably with field. Accordingly, we have
assumed the symmetry, C4„ for SrTi03 with applied
t001j Geld at low temperatures. Additional effects
associated with nonperiodicity due to the Geld appear in
the Franz —Keldysh mechanism. Our assumption is
strengthened somewhat by the observations of Harbeke"
on the ferroelectric, SbSI. He found large frequency
shifts of the fundamental edge with applied Geld, both
above and below the Curie temperature, in a direction
opposite to that expected on the basis of the Franz-
Keldysh mechanism alone. Moreover, we note that lack
of inversion symmetry in SrTi03 with applied Geld is
implied by the work of Winter and Rupprecht, "who
found piezoelectricity below 40'K, provided that a
small bias field was applied. (Inversion is not in the
group, C4„.) Despite these favorable indications, our
assumption of C4„symmetry remains somewhat tenuous.
Note, however, that the symmetry of BaTi03 is known
to be C4, in the tetragonal ferroelectric phase, where
optical dichroism in the fundamental absorption has
been observed by Casella and Keller." Moreover,
Cardona has shown that the reQection spectra of
BaTiO3 and SrTiO3 are quite similar, a fact we shall
exploit in Sec. III.

The energy bands are pictured in Fig. 4(a) for k
along L100j and in Fig. 4(b) for k along $001$, the
field direction. Dipole selection rules and cubic parent-
ages, neglecting SO interaction, are given in Table I(d)
and Table III(c), respectively. SO effects are stated in
Table II(d).

Dr. TWO MODEI.S

We discuss two examples of the application of the
results given in Sec. II, which are of practical interest.

l. I'resent bund mode/. For the cubic case, the transi-
tions h~~ A2 and X4 ~ X3 are forbidden, as noted
earlier. Only the transition I'» ~ I'» is allowed between
the highest valence band and the conduction band
everywhere along the $100) axis. Since the conduction
minima lie away from F, we would have indirect transi-
tions of the type I'is -+ I'ss (virtual) ~ Xs, where the
last step proceeds via phonon emission and absorption.
In the following we consider only the Grst step of this
process. Applying L111$ stress the A& ~At transition,
allowed for E~~c, should dominate )see Fig. 2).For $001j
stress, X4 —+X3 is forbidden and, at shorter wave-
lengths, either Xs —+ Xs (EJ c) or X4. ~ Xs (EJ,~~c)

should occur at k=0. Finally, with a static field applied

~0 G. Harbeke, J. Phys. Chem. Solids 24, 957 (1963).
2' W. H. Winter and G. Rupprecht, Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 7, 438

(1962)."R.C. Casella and S. P. Keller, Phys. Rev. 116, 1469 (1959).
See also A. Frova and P. J. Broddy, Phys. Rev. Letters 16, 688
(1966).
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along [0011 we have At —& As forbidden, with the al-
lowed transition at k=O stemming from either hs ~ As

(EJ c) or At~ As (EJ c). Including SO effects, a weak
k=O transition Xs (X4) ~ X7+(Xs) (EJ c) might
be observable on the low energy side of the strongly
allowed transition for the case of I 001j strain. The same
applies to the weak k=0 transition, hs(ht) ~ ht(hs ),
(EJ c) with applied L001j field.

Since the energy separation between the F» station-
ary point and the (100) minima for the cubic crystal is
presumably small, one would expect a noticeable change
in the absorption curves as the photon energy increases
to the point that (real) direct transitions can occur at
k=O, this, despite the complications associated with
the many-phonon Urbach process."No such change
has been observed by Blunt and Cohen. ' lt will be
interesting to see what happens should transmission
data on thin Glms of SrTi03 become available.

Z. Model with

modified

ealetsce bands. The reflection
spectra of Cardona' imply a strong similarity between
the band structures of SrTi03 and BaTi03. Since the
latter has C4, symmetry in the tetragonal ferroelectric
phase, the band structure we have obtained for SrTi03
with electric fmld along L001j LFig. 4(a,b)$ ought to
be useful in interpreting the dichroic fundamental ab-
sorption of BaTiO3 reported by Casella and Keller."
With polarized light they found two absorption edges
separated by about 0.05 eU at the frequency of maxi-
mum dichroism (3.21 eV at room temperature). The
edge active for EJ c occurs at lower photon energy.
Lacking detailed knowledge of the possible band sym-
metries, the data were interpreted by these authors in
terms of a general selection rule'4 which had, in fact,
predicted the sign of the dichroic shift correctly prior
to measurement. Given our present results, the BaTiO3
data at the fundamental edge can perhaps be under-
stood best by reversing the order of the valence bands
&t and &s in Fig. 4(b) with a consequent shift of levels
in Fig. 4(a). (Note that the transitions ht~hs,
X4 —+ Xs are forbidden. ) Because of compatibility and
8~—bj repulsion, the revised order of the valence bands
at X becomes X~)X3&X4, where we have used the
symmetry type of denote the associated energy in the
inequalities. For k along I 100$, the direct transitions
from the (revised) upper valence band (As —bt —Xt) to
the (unchanged) conduction band (6,, —bs —Xs) are
everywhere allowed (EJ c). Transitions from the next
lower valence band (6s—8s—Xs), which splits off away
from k=O, are as follows: Xs~ xs (EI~c), Bs~ hs

(EJ,~Ic). The results are consistent with the observa-
tions reported in Ref. 22. At k=0 and along $001j it
may be necessary to include the weak SO effects, since
they lift degeneracy. 6s splits into As+6& with 6s ex-

2g A theoretical analysis of the "direct" Urbach process has
been given by Mahan, who obtains the electron spectral density
at k=0 in the presence of many-phonon processes LG. D. Mahan,
Phys. Rev. 145, 602 (1966)g.

'4 See also R. C. Casella, Phys. Rev. 114, 1514 (1959).

(b)

X5&

kz {OOI)

X4t
Ss

X5

( IOO)

X4~
— Xp~

kx

Fto. 3. Effects of nniaxial stress along the $001j axis. (a) k
along $100), J stress, (b) k along (0011, ~~

stress. E(k) denotes
the band energies. The notations X, and 6; are standard (see Ref.
25). Character tables for the representations x; and S; are given
in Table ~.

(b)

(ooI) (Ioo)

Xp
Xi

kx

Fto. 4. Effects of static electric field alon the L001$ axis. (a)
k along (100$, J field, (b) k along $001$, ) Geld. The notation
5; is standard (see Ref. 25). Character tab es for 5; and x; are
given in Tables V and VI.

pected higher because of 66—A6 repulsion from the
(revised) lower As(ht) band. Thus, along 6, the lowest
energy transition is hs(As) ~ At(&s ), (EJ c), followed

by 67(hs) ~ d7(hs), (EJ,I~c), again consistent with
the observations in Ref. 22. LSince the observed dichroic
splitting ( 0.05 eV) is about six times larger than the
expected SO effect ( 0.008 eV) one is tempted to
believe that the transition is direct and occurs at the
zone face, i.e., is the process X~ —+ X3. The following
analysis, however, does not depend upon this detailed
assumption, and other possibilities are considered. )

Turning the argument around, we assume the same
reversal of levels occurs for SrTi03 in electric Geld.
Comparing Fig. 1 with Fig. 4(b), or tracing through the
cubic parentages LTable III(c)j leads naturally to the
assumption that the order of the valence bands h~ and
As (hence, also X4 and Xs) should be reversed for
cubic SrTi03. As noted earlier, reversing the order of
these levels is possible within the limits of accuracy of
the calculation of Kahn and Leyendecker. s )In contrast,
for the conduction band, because of an approximate
symmetry condition, they can predict Grmly that the
band (I's,.—As. —Xs) lies lowest. ) Moreover, inverting
the order of X4. and X5 does not affect Cardona's'
interpretation of the strong peaks labeled At(3.8 eV)
and As(4.5 eV).
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Knowing the cubic parentages [Table III], it is easy
to construct a plausible revised band picture similar
to those shown in Figs. 1—4 for the remaining cases of
[111]and [001]stresses: For [111]stress,

(X2' ~1 ~8') + (~1' ~2 A3') ) (X2' ~1 A2')y (1)

where the equality holds at k=0, where the two bands
touch. For [001]stress,

(X5 —65—X~ )) (X4 —ai —X4), kjj[001];
(X5.—84—x,.)) (X5.—8,—x2.), (2)

(X5 84 X3 )) (X4 —83—X4 ), kjj [100].
For k along [100], the bands (X5 —8i—X2 ) and
(X4 —53—X4 ) cross with X5 )X4 at k= 0 and X4.)x2.
at the zone boundary. In all cases the conduction bands
are as given in Figs. 1—4.

An important prediction of the model is that in the
presence of a static electric field along [001]and at low
temperatures, SrTi03 should exhibit a dichroic funda-
mental absorption closely resembling that observed"
in BaTi03, a prediction going beyond the broad simi-
larity observed by Cardona. ' The experiment may be
dificult, since transmission measurements should be
made on a single domain. Another test involves the
[111]-stressed crystal, assuming the k=0 (virtual)
transition dominates the (possibly indirect) process.
According to the present model the (first step. of the
indirect) transition is h.3 ~ h.i (EJ c), whereas in the
previous model we have A2 —+ A.i (Ejjc). However, this
prediction is complicated by the weak SO interaction,
which lifts the A.3 degeneracy admitting a process
allowed with both polarizations at longer wavelength.
Varying the amount of stress might help sort out the
effects. Depending upon the initial assumptions which
future experiments might imply, other criteria can be
worked out readily from the tables.

Should the second model survive, the application of
a strong [001] stress might enable one to decide how
the valleys move in the experiments of Schooley' and
of Tufte and Stelzer. ' lt predicts that valleys along
[100] and [010] admit a transition X3.~X2 (Ejjc),
whereas for the valley along [001] the allowed process
is X5 —+ X3 (EJ c). (The latter process also applies to
the k=0 transition. ) Unlike the case of [111]stress,
discussed above, SO effects, which lift the X5 de-
generacy, are not expected to affect this conclusion,
because the SO-induced allowed component with Ejjc
should lie at shorter wavelength.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Starting with the present (incomplete) knowledge of
the energy band structure of SrTi03, we have deter-
mined the effects of applied uniaxial stress and static
electric Geld on the bands, and derived selection rules
for polarized optical transitions in the region of the
fundamental absorption of the perturbed crystals. %e

have considered only interband transitions, but possible
exciton formation, believed unlikely, does not alter our
conclusions, since only S states could be sustained
(Appendix B). The results of the symmetry analysis
were applied to two models in Sec. III. In the presence
of a strong electric field along, say, the [001]axis, we
assume SrTi03 has C4, symmetry, the known symmetry
of BaTi03 in the ferroelectric state, for which optical
transmission data at the dichroic fundamental edge
exist. Utilizing the established broad similarity between
the reQection spectra of SrTi03 and BaTiO3 as well as
the SrTiO3 band calculation, we were led to a model for
BaTiOS which, working backwards, suggests that the
valence band (I'i5—65—X5.) lies energetically above
the band (I'i~ —Ai —X4 ) in SrTi03. This order is oppo-
site to that resulting from the prior calculation, but
lies within its limits of probable error and is not incon-
sistent with known data. The lowest conduction band,
which the earlier calculation predicts with confidence
to be (I'2~ —6,.—X,), is left unaltered. We called this
model 2, model 1 being that with the valence bands in
the order predicted originally.

Model 2 implies that the edge absorption of SrTi03
at low temperatures with [001]electric field should be
dichroic in the same sense as BaTiO& (EJ c at longer
wavelength) a prediction which goes beyond the estab-
lished broad similarity of the two structures. Also, it
predicts that under [111]stress the f'irst allowed transi-
tion mode is with EJ c, the stress axis, whereas model 1
yields a lowest energy transition for Ejjc. However, this
test is subject to qualifications (Sec. III). Model 1 is
characterized by the existence of weakly allowed, long-
wavelength precursors to the allowed transitions for the
perturbed bands, stemming from forbidden transitions
in the cubic band structure. Should model 2 prove
correct, it provides a means of obtaining information
on how the valleys move with stress, useful from the
point of view of the superconductivity experiments
which motivated this work. That is, for the case of [001]
stress, the low energy transition is allowed with Ejjc if
the valleys which lie in directions J c move to lower
energies relative to the valleys oriented along c. If the
valleys move oppositely to that described, the process
with EJ c occurs first.
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APPENDIX A. CHARACTER TABLES NEGLECTING
SPIN-ORBIT INTERACTIONS

1. The notations I', X, and6 (see Fig. 1) arestandard
and the tables may be found in the paper of Bouckaert,
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TABLE IV. Character table, k=0, for L1117 stress.

BC2

1—1
0

2C3

Smoluchowski, and Wigner. "The double-group repre-
sentations are given in the work of Klliott. '6

2. $111j stress. At h. (k=0) and at X (the displaced
X point of the cubic 8rillouin zone) the parity operation
is in the little group, G~. Primed (unprimed) representa-
tions in Fig. 2 are odd (even) under space inversion J.
We give only representations of the factor group of

TABLE V. Character table, k along L1007 for f1117stress.

C2
JC2

proper rotations. At 5, G" consists of only the identity
and a reQection plane. See Tables IV and V.

3. $001j stress. At X, the center of the (100) face of
the zone, parity is in 6".We give only representations of
the proper subgroup using primes in Fig. 3 to denote
odd-parity representations of the full group, as in the
case of the L111$ stress, treated above. The full group
along 8 is given. See Table VI.

TABLE VI. Character table, k along L1007 for $0017 stress.

Xl) ~1

X2, ~2

X3) &3

X4) ~4

Cg
C2

1
1—1—1

CgJ
JC,&

C2
JC42

1—1—1
1

4. L001j electric field. At X, parity is not in G~. The
representations X; of G" are given by the proper factor
group representations at X for the case of the (001)
stress, given above, if one reads the sequence (E, C4',
JCs~~, JCsJ ) in place of the symbols in the row labeled
X in Table VI. Along 3, G"= (E,JCsl ), and the repre-
sentations are given in Table V.

APPENDIX B. EXCITON BINDING ENERGIES

Since the dielectric constant e~~2X104 at 4'K, the
hydrogenic binding energy 8~4)&10 ' eV, assuming
a reduced mass p, m, the free electron mass. ' At room
temperature, &0~300 and 8 2&(10 4 eV. Hence, in the
simple hydrogenic model, exciton effects are wholly

» L. P. Souckaert, R. Smoluchowski, and E. Wigner, Phys.
Rev. 50, 58 (1936)."R.J. Elliott, Phys. Rev. 96, 280 (1954).

negligible at low temperatures and, because of thermal
broadening, probably also at room temperature. Al-
though the large static dielectric constant is of relevance
in reducing the exciton binding energy, we do not take
the above crude calculation seriously.

In an attempted refinement, we consider the Haken-
Schottky" potential, V(r) = —(e'/r)e '(r), where e(r)
is their effective dielectric function, which we approxi-
mate further, writing

c '(r)=e„'exp( —r/p)+es '. (81)
In the above, e„=5.2 is the high frequency dielectric
constant and for simplicity we have set m, =mz ——2m,
where m, and m~ are the electron and hole masses, re-
spectively; p= (t'4/2ttt~Lo) 1~4 A is a shielding param-
eter; coLo is the longitudinal optical phonon frequency,
and we have used hcoLo~0. 1 eV."Neglecting the term
es ' in Eq. (81) at low temperatures, we obtain a
shielded potential, for which the author" has shown that
a bound state exists provided that, in the present con-
text, p&0.84u„. Here a„—= (e„m/tt) X0.59 A~3 A is the
exciton radius in the absence of ionic shielding; p, is the
reduced mass. The analysis implies the existence of a
bound S state, but (using an effective square-well
approximation") no bound states for l& 1.The use of an
effective square-well potential to determine for exciton
binding for an exponentially shielded potential is dis-
cussed in Ref. 29, where it is shown that the criterion
for binding one obtains for a single 5 state is p&0.6a„
in the present notation, to be compared with p&0.84m„
which follows from the exponential. Therefore, consider-
ing the nature of the approximations involved in ob-
taining Eq. (81) and in setting stts=m„ the simpler
square-well approximation is considered adequate for
investigating higher angular momentum states. We
omit details, but refer to Refs. 29 and 30 and state the
result. The condition for a single bound I' state is
p& 2.5tt„. Since p/u„= 1.3, this condition is not satisfied.
Despite the approximate nature of our "refined" calcu-
lation, we do take seriously the absence of or negligible
binding of exciton states with /&1 in SrTi03, whence
the selection rules for the transition to the (S state)
exciton are the same as derived in the text, neglecting
exciton effects. We remark that even the existence of an
appreciably bound S state is suspect, since the potential
is confined mostly to a single unit cell (the lattice
constant ~3.9 A). Effective-mass theory and even the
dielectric function have doubtful meaning over such
small distance intervals.

'7 H. Haken and W. Schottky, Z. Physik. Chem. (Frankfurt) 16,
218 (1958); See also the review by R. S. Knox, in Sotid State
Physics, edited by F. Seitz and D. Turnbull (Academic Press Inc.,
New York, 1963), Suppl. 5.

2 See, for example, D. M. Eagles, j'. Phys. Chem. Solids 26, 672
(1965)."R. C. Casella, J. Appl. Phys. 34, 1703 (1963). The analysis
employs the results of L. Hulthhn and K. V. Laurikainen LRev.
Mod. Phys. 23, 1 (1951)7,who considered the Yukawa potential.

44 See, for example, L. I. Schiff, Qttatttttnt Mechattics (McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc., New York, 1949).


